Every social system demands the appliance of a set of common values. Civic values are necessary for social behavior. Democratic communities demand the acceptance of and compliance with rules and laws which help
everybody to be accepted amongst
others, support togetherness, and stabilize social life.
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PROJECT

The prison houses a fragile community, often young, vulnerable and
easily susceptible people (in the
sense
of
manipulation/
radicalization). An educative process may help to build selfawareness and self-esteem and
therefore contribute to fighting recidivism.
The project focuses on detainees
(Male / Female – Minors /Adults),
irrespective of the length of their
incarceration. Priority will be given
to younger prisoners, the less educated ones and/or inmates identified as being „at risk” and in search
of deviant forma as protection (e.g.
Networks of influence, „siren
song”…). Priority will be given to –
especially young – prisoners who
don’t have a success story to tell
and whose future prospects don’t
look good, which makes a criminal
career likely.

Through this project, the concept of education for citizenship will be implemented by involving many stakeholders in educational prison work (prison staff,
teachers / trainers, counselors for integration, volunteers …). All disciplines
(history, geography, philosophy, foreign
languages, sports) may be concerned
with this approach and invest in the development of innovative pedagogies.

Two major productions will be performed:

1. An overview of inspiring practices from existing educational
activities focusing on the acquisition of civic values and already
developed in penal institutions as

Inspiring contents to share

Obstacles to identify and
overcome

Mistakes to avoid
2. A – 62 hour-long – training and
teaching module about civic values with a pedagogical toolbox
including a methodological guide
to be used in prison as well as by
stakeholders involved in training
population at risk in some poverty-stricken areas.

